Would you be interested in being involved in a
piece of research about the Bridge Collective?
Gemma Budge, Trainee Clinical Psychologist, who some of you may know from her community
placement with the Bridge is working with the Bridge to produce a piece of research as part of her
training. Contact Gemma at gemma.budge@plymouth.ac.uk or text or call on 07580619509 if you
have any questions or if you would like to get involved in any of the activities listed below.
There are also some information sheets with more information about the research below this poster.
Nicola (telephone: 07812439818) and Andrew (telephone: 07855633304) are Gemma’s main point of
contact for this project.

Would you be interested in
attending a focus group about
your experience of the Bridge
Collective?

Would you be interested meeting
with Gemma one-to-one to talk
about your experience of
attending the Bridge Collective?

Gemma is looking to meet with up to 8 people
on each of the following dates to ask about
your experiences of attending the Bridge
Collective, and what you think of the Bridge
Collective’s way of working.

Gemma can also meet with up to 3 people who
would prefer to discuss their views about the
Bridge Collective one-to-one, rather than in a
group.

th

Thursday 16 February 1.00-3.00pm
at the Bridge Collective

Gemma can try to arrange to meet you at a
time that works for you and for her.

Thursday 2nd March 10.00am- 12.00pm
at the Bridge Collective

Would you be interested in being a co-researcher: giving your opinion on
focus group findings and other information gathered as part of the
research?
Gemma is also interested in working with two people to analyse the research data and is able to
reimburse these people for their time with vouchers, should they want this. There would also be
opportunity for these people to be named alongside Gemma and the Bridge Collective in publications
of the research.
Gemma would be interested in working collaboratively with these people, but would provide clear
guidance and support on what their role would involve. It is anticipated that this role will involve three
meetings of approximately 2 hours between March and May.

